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Barriers to Green Infrastructure Adoption

• Understanding how green infrastructure can 
improve upon the present

• Accepting that green infrastructure solutions 
perform as well as traditional engineering

• Understanding what kind of landscape will 
emerge from the interaction of many factors 

• Evaluating the potential positive and negative 
outcomes of change



The technical problem
• A complex mix of technology and policy
• Expertise lies in several different fields
• Estimating performance and acceptable risk

• Being informed and empowered to participate 
in decision-making

• Much new information in unfamiliar language
• Needing to believe that solutions are possible
• Needing to visualize the emerging landscape

The people problem



Seeing and sharing the future
• Understanding what the future holds is the 

key to motivating adoption
• Visualization communicates the implications 

of key Green Infrastructure elements:
– Alternate water management practices
– Stream flow and standing water conditions 
– Mowed, hardscape and naturalized areas
– Extent and diversity of vegetation
– Landscape design and management
– Views and visual quality



Visualization of policy alternatives

The influence of beach configurations on 
recreation values 
Grand Canyon National Park, Arizona



Visualization of design alternatives

Alternate Marcellus landscape futures
Sullivan County, Pennsylvania



Green infrastructure values

Alternative Green Infrastructure practices played out on 
same development



Using Visualization to Understand Values 
• Will people accept green infrastructure 

solutions to stormwater management?
• Are there thresholds beyond which solutions 

such as buffer strips become unacceptable?
• Will people accept green infrastructure if it 

looks like it is designed vs. natural?
• How do people weigh the value of green 

infrastructure vs. homeowner taxes or fees?



Structures vs. naturalistic plantings

Systematically investigate arrays of alternate treatments



Green infrastructure visualization

3-D visualization using Visual Nature Studio®



Water persistence vs. biodiversity

Systematically investigate arrays of alternate treatments



Design a survey
• Goal of the survey: Understand peoples’ 

beliefs about green infrastructure and design 
and the weight they apply to different factors 
in making choices

• Discrete Choice – Stated Preference approach
• Use “Paired Comparison” survey to reveal 

respondents’ values
• People choose among “places” rather than 

single views
• Choices between “places” are appropriate to 

individual respondents



Three development densities
High

Low

Medium



The visual core of the survey



Administer the survey
• Describe the goals of the survey
• Assure respondents of the risks etc. involved
• Get “Informed Consent”
• Get some background on respondents’ values
• Put respondents in the context of the study
• Ask about attitudes and beliefs re: protection 

of water bodies and green infrastructure
• Ask the core choice questions
• Ask for some demographics



Individual images



Individual images


